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Keeping 
Alert 
T  king backon 1992, I'm pleased to be able to 

inform you that it was a good year, with the 
d ~ l s e v i e r  science publishers Group showing am 

overall increase in prof- 

James Kels, Chairman of 
Elsevier Science Publishers 
and Pergamon Press. activities within th 

various parts of the 
organisation and, naturally, this extends to other offices in 
the rest of the Group as well. Effective coordination is vital 
in such a large Group as ours. By preventing duplicated 
efforts, which are wasteful in both human and financial 
terms, we not only create cost savings, but are better able to 
devote our valuable resources to the areas where we need 
them the most. 

Following the Elsevier tradition of thrift - which Messrs 
Peter Davies and Pierre Vinken discuss in the article on 
Reed Elsevier beginning on page 4 -we should continue 
our practice of prudent management of all expenditure. This 
is not to say that we cannot afford or should not take risks, 
but any investments we do make must be scrupulously 

' 

appraised from all sides. 
One such investment that has been very carefully consid- 

ered indeed is the TULIP project, a cooperative experiment 
in online distribution of information that we are undertaking , 
together with a number of the most esteemed universities in 
North America. The project is designed to elicit the answers 
to many troubling questions about our future in electronic 
publishing, enabling us, for example, to test costing and 
pricing models for networked delivery. It also enables us to 
respond to what end-users - the individual researchers - 
have told us they would like to use. TULIP gives those sci- 
entists linked to the networks of the participating universi- 
ties the opportunity to search for information on their own 
desktop computers, based either at home or in their offices 
and laboratories. 

To ensure our future success, it is very important to Stay 
responsive to the wishes expressed by the market. More 
than ever before we must keep ourselves constantly alert for 
new ways of serving our customers. After all, the customer 
is king, in publishing as in any other business. 

Elsevier Science World 
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Pergamon 
Progress 

A t  pergamon  orm man paskin 
has been appointed to the new 
position of Director, Information 
Technology Development (ITD). 
"Ibe position is made necessary 
because. of the increasing impor- 

of technology to the pub- 
lishing process," says Managing 
.Thctur, Mike Boswood. ''Our 
warcgy requires that technology 
h at the service of publishing, not 
vice v-. One of the principal 
tasks fur the whole Group over 
the next 2-3 years is to workout 
how to implement and manage 
change so that it is accepted by 
the market. It follows therefore 
that the development effort 
should be managed from a pub- 
lishing perspective." 

Norman Paskin is responsible 
for three principal functions: (1) 
implementing Group strategic 
plans involving applications of 
technology to publishing within 
UK businesses; (2) general man- 
agement of UK-based informa- 
.tion systems functions; and (3) 
functional coordination with 
Group-wide development activi- 
ties. In order to carry out the 
above, Norman has assumed line 
responsibility for Pergamon's 
Inforination Systems Department 
with the following organisational 
consequences: the Business 
Systems Managers, Anne 
Mander, Mike Sh~rthouse, and a 
third to be appointed in due 
course, now report to Norman; 
Hugh Woodsend has assumed the 
position of Senior Consultant 
Information Systems; and the PC 
User Support Group has trans- 
ferred to the Data Centre with 
Kate Smith reporting to Nick 
Sharp. Norman reports to Mike 
Boswood on strategic matters 

Outstanding Academic 
Achievement 

T h e  ~ssociation of college and 
Research Libraries (ACRL), an 
affiliate society of the American 
Library Association (ALA) has 
sefectcd Pergamod's 
Comprehensive Orgunic 
synthesis (COS) as an 
Outstanding Academic Book, 
1992. The accolade is certain to 
boost the healthy sales of this 
nine-volume wt, published in 
December 1991. Tbt demand for 
this work requind Pergamon to 
teprimJhtarassivetdme(its 
70081rrrl$G formatpa@s weight 
in at 27.4 kg or about 33 lbs) prior 
to the first anniversary of its pub- 
lication. 

The January issue of Choice, a 
monthly book and periodical 
review service published by the 
ACRL, contains the complete list 
of winners of this annual award. 
According to Patricia Sabosik, 
editor of Choice, the selection 
criteria include whether the work 
is considered essential in build- 
ing library collections. 

Perhaps not surprisingly COS 
passed the Choice litmus test. 
Jane Macmillan, Senior 
Marketing Manager, Pergamon 
Oxford, explains, "We tend to 
have a reputation for producing 
very good reference works, and 
COS falls into this category I 
think because of a combination of 
the quality of the work, the pro- 
duction and the exceptionally 
detailed indexing, one of 
Pergamon's major works trade- 
marks." 

PPI's Kim Cavellero, 
Associate Director, Marketing, 
prepared the campaign to pro- 
mote the achievement. "We 
placed a full-page ad in the 
January issue of Choice devoted 

Denver, Colorado, and we'll take 
that along to the annual meeting 
to be held in June in New Orleans 
as well." 

COS follows in the footsteps of 
Pergamon's International 
Encyclopedia of Education, 
which received this award in 
1987. 

Blakelands in Business 

Pergamon's hardworking wan,- In the new Distribution 
Centtu at Blako&nds, Mllton Keynos. Fln8na Dlrector Tim D a v h  
ssys: "Thanks to the work of D.vM PhiIIipe, the gmwai m a ~ g e r  
msponslbh for dlstrlbulon operatlonr who planned and 
~ o o r d l ~ t e d  the mow from the pv lous  wadnww 8t Wolvefton, 
and Gwy Joneo and hls S W  for executing $ the thnnmonth 
t m n s h  targst was achieW to the day. All the warnhouse and 
shlpplng SW wen, Inwlved In the physical move, during whlch 
time a total 3,380 hours of overtime was worked at both and8 of 
the day and at weekends. 77m move Involved 5,000 palkts, 
642,000 books and 3 mllllon lournals. " Opensd by Man8gng 
DInn:tor Mlke Boswood on 13 November 1992, the buihfing Is 
about 60,000 sq ft (5,500 sq m) and sItuaW close to the motorway 
network In the centn of England. m e  modem, eff lcht pnmI..d 
will accommodate ESP Ltd stock when the Beckton warehouse 
ciosee. 
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Reed Elsevier in Action 
How Will the Merger Affect Our Working Lives? 

O n  the eve of the official exis- 
tence of Reed Elsevier, the edi- 
tors of Reed's various company 
magazines and Elsevier Science 
World pooled questions about the 
effects of the merger on Reed and 
Elsevier staff to pose to Pierre 
Vinken and Peter Davis, respec- 
tively Chairman and CEO of 
Reed Elsevier. The interview was 
conducted and written up by Jack 
Low, Editor of IPCNews, on 
behalf of the other editors. Here 
follows a selection of passages 
most relevant to the Group: 

On January I ,  all of us became 
part of the massive Reed Elsevier 
operation. Will this have any 
effect on our normal working 
lives? 

Peter Davis : For the vast majori- 
ty of people, there will be no 
change. The main effect will be at 
the centre of the business. By and 
large there will be no overlap, so 
we are unlikely to see any change 
in the bulk of our business. We 
identified only three areas where 
we will have to take a hard look: 

The operations in America 
where there will be some 
overlap in business maga- 
zines 
The small scientific publish- 
ing business we have in 
Buttedorth Heinemann; 
and 
The areas of opportunity in 
medical publishing where 
we both have businesses 
that can be put together to 
form one integral group. 

I don't see any difference from 
the previous situation where peo- 
ple in IPC Magazines or Reed 
Business Publishing, for exam- 
ple, have a strong identity with 
their parent company rather than 
with Reed International. In a 

way, we are like two fishing 
fleets who will re-align - and 
not two huge tankers. Regarding 
the two areas of overlap with 
Butterworth and the American 
magazine business, Pierre 
Vinken and Ian Irvine are making 
some trips to the book compa- 
nies, and Loek van Vollenhoven 
and I will be visiting all the units 
in the United States that overlap, 
to talk to people before coming to 
any conclusions. There is no 
great urgency about it, as the 
overlap is so little. We want to 
have a proper look at the busi- Plerre Vlnken (left) and Peter Davles, respectively 

nesses, getting to know them and Chairman and CEO of Reed Elsevier. 

their people a lot better before we 
make any decisions. the first questions is yes, by all Reed Elsevier is supposed to be a 

means. We want to have equality marriage of equals in the sense 

Pierre Vinken : The lives of a in our business, followed by self- that the Anglo-Dutch merger has 

few people will be affected con- evident harmony of opportunity, been formed on the basis of a 50- 

siderably, like those working with people working together. Sopartnership. Is Peter Davis 

closely with the Executive We would like the focus to be on afraid that, nevertheless, the 

Committee. There will be a the company, rather than the Dutch will become the dominant 
,.hange oftop management, country. An international group partner? 

staff immediately under them like ours should consist of inter- 

will be reporting in a different national staff, and in the future Pierre Vinken : That's a very 

fashion, to different people, we will look at every promising pertinent question. One of the 

the numbers involved are very individual. Elsevier has no for- foundations of our merger is the 

limited. mal training schemes like those very fact that it is formed on the 
already in place throughout basis of equality. This is a true 

will be encour. Reed, and we will undoubtedly merger in every sense of the 

aged between Reedand Elsevier? be taking part in these. word. 
And will ajoint Reed Elsevier 
trainee programme be estab- Elsevier is more of a scientific Peter Davis : The only way we 

lished? journal company than Reed. Will could get the merger to work was 
Reed now be tempted to divert through an absolute conviction 

peter ~~~i~ : ~h~ reorganisation more of its attention in that direc- by both of us to work on a totally 

ofthe corporate finance areas is a tion, or is this an opportunity to equal footing, and we have had to 

very good example of what is extend the consumer arm of the resist the efforts of friends and 

already happening. l-he integra- Elsevier side of the business? advisors to try to gain a bit of an 

tion of the corporate finance advantage here or there. We are 

functions has meant people mov- Pierre Vinken : Both will meet -and will remain - on an equal 

ing across both companies. l-hat in the middle, in both business footing. 

is an extreme case, but it under- and professional publishing. 

lines the approach we are already There is no need for either com- Most Dutch people can speak 

taking to the integration oftwo pany to change directions: Reed English, and many are also com- 

operations into one. and Elsevier will be able to dedi- fortable in French and German. 
cate even more time to the areas This ability to communicate easi- 

pierre vinken :  he to where they are specialists. ly in foreign languages has 

4 Elsevier Science World 
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undoubtedly helped Elsevier to 
achieve its strongposition in the 
world business arena. Are m m -  
bers of the Reed Boardprepared, 
in turn to leam Dutch? 

Pierre V i e n  : The group 
already has so many people who 
speak Dutch fluently that it 
would be a waste tcrhave others 
spend time learning the language. 
Inbusiness today, youdon't need 
to be fluent in anything other than 
English, with more than 10% of 
the world's population speaking 
the language. But if you do want 
to learn another language, French 
or German would be much more 

Although second in global tenns 
through market capitalisation, 
Reed Elsevier is the world's sin- 
gle most profitable publishing 
and information cohcem - a 
comforting thought at a time of 
global recession. Which brings 
us to the burning question: where 
do our investment priorities lie? 

Peter Davis : The merger gives 
us a good spread geographically, 
with 22% of the Group's business 
now in Continental Europe, 35% 
in the United States, and 12% 
across Asia, the Pacific and 
Australia. We now have one of 
the best profiles of any major 

Peter Davis : Holland is one of 
the world's great trading nations 

Look at the investors in the 
United States and you find 
Holland second only to the UK , 
and ahead of Japan. Any Dutch 
company wanting to grow big has 
to operate overseas, and that 

if it wants to be a 

en mbre the language of busi- 
ness throughout the world. 

The Dutch are reputed for their 
thrifr, and Elsevier is renowned 
for its careful munagement of all 
expenditure. Will Reed adopt 
these same standards of thnfri- 
ness ? 

Peter Davis : I slfbuld have 
thought that with all the squeez- 
ing we have done on overheads 
and cost containment in the last 
two or three years, Reed is get- 
ting towards the same standards 
of thrift. We have all had to batten 
down the hatches. What I hear 
from IPC Magazines about cut- 
ting down on taxi bills and all the 
rest of it, means there is a fair 
amount of thrift going on at 
King's-Reach. 

international company world- 
wide, with a better capacity than 
most to ride out the storms. In 
addition, we have 16-times inter- 
est cover, giving us enormous 
capacity to grow. 

Reed Elsevier starts with a very 
low level of borrowing which is a 
real strength when you compare 
our businesses with other pub- 
lishers. This means that none of 
us need lose any sleep over pay- 
ing our bills. It's interesting to 
see that the major US credit agen- 
cies have upgraded us as a result 
of the merger, at the very time 
they are busy downgradiig most 
companies. 

Only one other publishing or 
information company worldwide 
has interest ratings equal to ours. 
That's not the end of the world, 
but it is an important indicator of 
the dlieuce and value d t h e  
company. Your reference to the 
comfort factor is quite tpe: not 

Transcript Available 
A fuller, albeit edited version of 
this interview appears in an issue 
of Imprint. If you want to see the 
unabridged transcript, please 
contact the editor of Elsevier 
Science World. 

A new logo has been adopted to identify ~ e e d  ~lsevier. The 
mark was designed by Hoskins Associates. It retains the colour 
elements of both companies - Reed International's grey and 
Elsevier's orange - and is a single figrnabknd of h Reed 'R' 
andthe Elaevier 'E'. The logotype is based on 17th century Dutch 
letterforms. 

1 REED ELSEVIER 1 
The new marLwiU be usedmostly by the Reed Elsevier corpo- 

rate centre. Businesses within the ~ e e d  ~nternational group 
which use the Reed name will coadaue to use a Reed globe as 
part of their logo. In the same way, Elsevia companies which use 
the Elsevier name or logo will con- to do so. However, all 
companies in the merged groupmay make use of the new Reed 
Elsevier corporate endorsement- see below - at the bottom of 
stationery and on literature. 

l+-clA 
member of the Reed Elsevier Group 

owing a lot of money and having 
lots of capacity to generate prof- 
its from around the world,and 
being well spread in both prod- 
ucts and geographical terms is 
what gives the most comfort. 

Pierre Vinken : All I would add 
is that when you look at our com- 
bined American operation, you 
realise that we are now a very 
major player in that market. 

Do you foresee dny e iHs ion  
into Eastern European markets, 
or will you be looking to Latin 
America or the South Pacific 
rim? 

Pierre Vlnken : A publisher has 
to satisfy three basic needs when 
looking at any new market: 

You need a public where the 

majority speak the same lan- 
guage or you have a limited 
audience. 
You need a well-educated 
population, or they will be I 
unable to read. 
You also need a degree of 
affluence to attract advertis- 
ing revenue. 

If you don't have all three, you 
have to look hard at any market 
before going any further. This is 
the problem with Eastern Europe 
and South America 

Peter Davis : We see the South 
Pacific rim as akey area. In coun- 
tries where there is emerging 
gmwth, exhibitions tend to be a 
very good entry point for us, as 
language is less of a problem than 
in publishing. 
Jack Low 
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Lancaster Renamed I 
m 

I BIC Information Strategy 
' A t  a time when business infor- 

mation is becoming ever more 
critical to companies, it has been 
decided to create a Business 
Information C,entre (BIC) in 
Amsterdam from what was previ- 
ously the ESPRIS (Elsevier 
Science Publishers Research & 
Information Services) Library. 
By business information is meant 
any information that enables the 
Group to function more efficient- 
ly as a company and position 
itself to even better advantage in 
the marketplace. BIC will spe- 
cialise closely in these areas of 
key strategic interest: 

the publishing industry, 
including information on 

competitors/companies and 
trends 
publishing technology, 
including all areas of elec- 
tronic publishing and elec- 
tronic dissemination of 
information 
R&D, including budgets, 
trends, and information on 
universities, research insti- 
tutes, researchers, associa- 
tions, etc. 
customers, including aca- 
demic libraries and corpo- 
rate markets 
copyright 

The BIC staff will continue pro- 
viding many of the services they 
performed as ESPRIS staff, such 

as answering queries and keeping 
files in key interest areas. 'These 
files may be borrowed," says 
Valerie Ainscough, "and should 

Editor 
Honoured 

provide a good first stop for any- 
one undertaking a research pro- 
ject or merely wanting to look up 
the latest published information 
on a certain topic." 

As before, catalogues and 
annual reports of major publish- 
ers and other companies of inter- 
est to ESP Amsterdam will be 
collected, and the basic stock of 
directories, reference books and 
statistical material, which have 
proved valuable in the past, will 
be maintained. 

"We will increase our activities 
in the CD-ROM and online ser- 
vices areas," says Valerie, "and 
hope to continue to assist in the 
acquisition, demonstration and 
ultimately networking of the 
CDs. In the future we will be 
actively looking for information 
products which will make life 
easier and more efficient for per- 
sonnel." 

Although BIC will keep sub- 
scribing to journals central to the 
collection of information in the 
key areas, BIC has to recommend 
that subscriptions to special inter- 
est journals be taken by the 
departments themselves. The 
staff have been contacting people 
personally to ensure this 
changeover takes place as 
smoothly as possible. 

At present BIC will not contin- 
ue to offer apersonal alerting ser- 
vice. "But," says Bella Goossens, 
"we are examining ways of pro- 
viding an electronic current 
awareness service in the future. 
We want to thank you all for 
sending us your user profiles. We 
will be using them to help us 
decide on the key areas we need 
to cover." 

The services of BIC are avail- 
able to all Amsterdam-based 
staff. Personnel from other loca- 
tions may, of course, use the BIC 
services when they are in 
Amsterdam. 

D r  ~orninick P. Purpura is Dean 
of the Albert Einstein College of 
Medicine and Editor-in-Chief of 
Brain Research, one of 
Elsevier's flagship journals. He 
received the Senior Research 
Recognition Award of the 
American Epilepsy Society last 
December in Seattle, 
Washington. In apersonal note to 
Nello Spiteri, Associate 
Publisher in APD Biochemistry, 
Neuroscience & Microbiology, 
Dr Purpura said: "It's nice of 
one's former students, fellows 
and colleagues to be so thought- 
ful and generous." 

Dr Purpura, however, is just as 
generous himself when it comes 
to drawing attention to the jour- 
nal he has served so well for so 
many years. Recently he was 
interviewed and photographed by 
the Chronicle of Higher 
Education for an account of the 
Human Brain Project. (Now in 
planning, this project would use 
computer networks and technolo- 
gy to help scientists "integrate the 
jigsaw-puzzle pieces of neuro- 
science research into a coherent 
picture of the human brain".) 

The caption to the page-wide 
photo of Dr Purpura identified 
him as Brain Research's editor 
and went on to say that with the 
number of neuroscientists and the 
amount of research growing so 
rapidly his field is facing "a crisis 
of success." In his note Dr 
Purpura said, "I thought we got a 
great plug for Brain Research in 
my quote below the picture." 

Elsevier Science World 
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Forecasting the Future in Japan 

Imagine the day when 

AIDS is curable, and no 

one suffers from 
Alzheimer's any more 

because you can get 

innoculated against it - 
by robot nurses. We all 

drive electric cars, and 

there's a permanently 

manned station on the 
moon. All this and more 

is bound to happen, just 

when is the question. 

Here Hisao Ogura reports 

;on a Japanese forecast of 

major advances in science 

' T 1 e  science and 
Technology Agency in 
Japan recently dis- 

closed the results of a question- 
naire it sent round to Japanese 
technical experts asking for their 
predictions for developments in 
science and technology up until 
the year 2020. According to a 
report in the largest Japanese-lan- 
guage daily newspaper (Asahi 
Shimbun, 27 November 1992), 
the Science and Technology 
Agency has undertaken the sur- 
vey every five years since it was 
started in 197 1, so this is the fifth 
in the series (actually conducted 
in 199 1). This time the Agency 
selected 1,149 subjects from 16 
areas such as energy, the environ- 
ment, health, medical treatment, 
and then asked approximately 
3,300 researchers affiliated with 
private corporations, universi- 
ties, public research institutes, 
and so on, about when they think 
developments in those subjects 
will be realized. The table indi- 
cates when some major develop- 
ments are predicted to come true. 

The Agency's previous survey 
forecast that a cure for AIDS and 
warning systems for natural dis- 
asters such as earthquakes and 
land slides would become reality 
within this century. However, 
this time the survey makes clear 
that developments in subjects 
close to daily life, such as a cure 
for AIDS, are likely tobe techni- 
cally difficult and thus advances 
will be achieved more slowly. 

The Science and Technology 
Agency is one of the external 
organs of the Prime Minister's 
office and is headed by a Minister 
of State. 
Hisao Ogura 

HIsao Ogura Is Senlor Sales 
Manager, Trade Relations, at 
ESP Japan. "It's Importent for 
publlshenr to keep track of 
advances In sclence & 
technology, especially when, 
the government is involved. In 
most cases major research Is 
supported by the government 
and Involves key InternatIona1 
sclentlsts. Thls comblnatlon of 
money and human resources 
makes for good work. " 
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Eco-Friendly Publishing 

How green is the Group? That's an 
increasingly important question in this era of 
widespread concern for the environment. 
Part I of this story takes a look at the general 
state of the Group's office environment and 
paper usage - eco-friendly or not? 
Part 11 focuses on the outside world, especially 
the environmental impact of the pulp & paper 
industry 

.ood news f o b !  It looks like 
the Group is green. Well, 
not exactly the lush green of 

the jungle, more like the light green, 
let's say, of an elm tree in bud. Overall 
the Group has a responsible attitude to 
the environment and certainly complies 
with local environmental protection 
laws. But in the eyes of some staff, 
things could be even better. 

Out of all locations, at this stage only 
Tarrytown and Amsterdam have explic- 
it eco-policies for the office environ- 
ment. Gail Neufeld, PP1 office manager, 
sums up what happens at Tarrytown. 
'W policy, as it is now, is to recycle 
cans, bottles (glass and plastic), white 
paper and envelopes .and newspapers. 
We use recycled toner cartridges and 
return our used cartridges for a $5.00 
credit toward the next purchase." 

Amsterdam's environmental plan was 
initiated by Office Services managers 
Lilian Oosterbaan and Nicolette de 
Graaf some 14 months ago. The plan 
came about partly through their person- 
al concern for the environment and part- 
ly through pragmatic cost considera- 
tions. "About a year ago there was a 
100% increase in the price of waste dis- 
posal in Holland," Lilian explains, "and 
because of government regulations that 
will come into force in 1995 it could 
double again. You can never forget the 
economic side of things, so we had to do 
something." 

bins for chemical-containing items 
(typewriter ribbons, pens, inks, cleaning 
fluids, etc.) and bins for plastic coffee 
beakers, not to mention the bottle banks 
in both staffrestaurants. 

Many other eco-friendly measure6 
have also been instigated. For example, 
the chemicals used for phototypesetting 
in the Elset darkroom are saved for 
proper disposal - as Northprint type- 
setters have also been doing for years - 
and the in-house printers have switched 
over to eco-friendly inks and cleaning 
materials. The burning question, of 
course, is what happens to chemical 
waste when it leaves the office. 
Nicolette says, "It's not a case of us sav- 
ing used chemicals for a specialist, then 
watching him dump them into the Rhine 
and us saying, that's fine with us. No, 
firms like that are licensed and the gov- 
ernment checks that they process the 
stuff properly." Proper disposal means 
that the chemicals first go through a 
purification process to remove their 
toxic elements before they are released 
into the waterways. Elements such as 
silver are retrieved. 

"The City Council collects the other 
chemical items," adds Lilian, "and 
brings them to a depot at Rijnmond 
where they are incinerated safely. The 
chimneys have filters installed to pre- 
vent toxic emissions into the air." 

Though it looks like Amsterdam's 
' 

office environment is as green as green 
~ i s ~ o s a l  could have turned into a very can be, Lilian and ~ i c o i t t e  are by no 

costly affair, considering that means content. "We are not acompany 
Amsterdam (f 1000 employees) annual- that causes extreme pollution," says 
ly produces 1.3 million litres of rubbish, Nicolette, "but we are looking at things 
including roughly one million plastic we can improve in future, especially in 
beakers and 192,000 kilos of scrap our new building at Teleport. (A similar 
paper. The obvious solution was to sep- plan is being made for Pergamon's new - - 
arate recyclables from the rest of the 

OIYios rubbish, thus benefiting the environ- 
S e w h s l W l l I M ~  ment and reducing overall disposal 
N1colettedeGmaf costs in one fell swoop. In the 
(left) and LIllan Molenwerf and Overmolen there are 
Oostenbeen. now bins for paper beside each desk - 

staff themselves empty these into spe- 
cial containers -and on every floor are 

kidlington building.) ~ l s o ,  changes in 
attitudes don't happen overnight." 

"It is a slow process," agrees Lilian, 
"but it's getting there. What's really 
encouraging is that so many people are 
already aware and very cooperative." 

Personal initiative and eco-coopera- 
tion are also the name of the game in the 

Elsevier Science World 
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other Group locat 
Lancaster, Tokyo, Barking, Lausrane 
and Pcagamm Qxfonl, wben paper is 
recycled at the very 
Sharon Derrick, 
Manager at Elsevier Advanced W&PoHudknk 
Technology (EAT) in Oxford, says. phMd ett 
"Plastic bottles and other myclable chhdm4w 
&m art96llactcdby indiokdds'prho 8 . 
ure p&uluIy aware of the need to 
&cycle." m* Divisiok's p W c t s .  "Siscc $#&g 

ArsdWae&Mts. Sametaiyf Admin- mWWWWtW 92.*sYayrr &&l Abbenbrwk from 
. Idy.lor at EIoevier Oda A b m w t ~ ~ ~ i n  -on APD's hp& PwAtasiq Ikpsrtment, 
)JlomiEh, mpcm, 'We uss 6661-y b'th?rhewe~fkbmban)rqa8sliv- n W c M y n & t o h o s W ~ .  W 
recycled photocopy paper and sta- dng  sfandPrd ?&w-chEol.ine paper - must tnasure our limitedresources." 
tionery whe* potribb, m4 qdd MJIII* ie& tbra WkWn of cMaisCg(~tmm New Y a k  8W ta&c a similar W; 
*m objects are taken to a h e  b Y l O t Y W Y  of pulp is usad iwthe bleshing p.oars "Our Production Department contracts 
bUk.* lourrrk- --andthat~ouryrller*dQird. sugplitralnrillo~orexcad41]g.i 
;*Jmps Laonwd DiRwsq EBPC friendly without any extn cost ernment environmental standards," 

Manrger qtcaksduz tbiamripk -W# dhlarine-free papbr costs 15 sayd Rii;y ~ktmdce, ESPC 
iy- mmngaa whaa brisixyft, "WO fabait 7%) noh per 100 kilos thm&- of Reduction. "We make every effort to 
(#active in some VIYY#)'pW$m.'" mtd pper. You Might to date on environmental 
m the mv-YIabd' Qi wCi MlDdMk tMahy ~ W & a d l y  but 
m t l y  hayean ~ ~ ~ p o U . i  

fdmnlatin& one." 

) Rgulations, but alm 
ve in using eco-friendly 

higher production costs." 
Rosemary Holgate, assistant produc- 

tion services manager at Elsevier 
Trends Journals in Cambridge, 
explains, "The main criteria for select- 
ing paper are price and quality. Eco- 
friendly, papers of an acqtable  quality 
tend to be expensive. However, if an &cm&uld &hat is not simple dpse days 

eco-friendly paper of an acceptable bemum ~IWiLlOllllldntal rt.1Ybrrla have 

quality was available at an acceptable been P#grded mmal dmes. That is,$ 
oamergoobrlevdopment in itself." na4 price it would be considered." 

~ a . c ~ w c m f a r  e c M h d l y  prac- &cause Annually 3000 tonnes of paper are 
bought for the Amsterdam Publishing t iar~inaidedougik:*ogmi-  dr-ilht, 

*aul is sbrnd by staff tbmf&w the IBWL")" 
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Conserving the Paper Chain 

Swedish environmental regulations-are among 

the toughest in the world. One company that 

has earned strict Sweden's green stamp of 
approval is MoDo, headquartered in 

Stockholm. MoDo manages the entire paper 
chain from raw material to finished product, 

owning forests, and pulp, paper and board 

mills in Sweden and overseas 

M any of the improvements 
that have taken place 
over the years in the 

international pulp & paper industry 
originated at MoDo (MO och Domsjo 
AB). As long ago as the 1930s MoDo 
developed the process of chlorine diox- 
ide bleaching and in 1946 was the fust 
in the world to introduce this new tech- 
nique on a practical scale. 

For decades MoDo has pursued rigor- 
ous environmental engineering at its 
mills, resulting in a 90% reduction in 
emissions of sulphur into h air since 

Paper Consumption 1 

1970. In the same period, MoDo 
reduced the chemical oxygen demand in 
the effluent from eight mills by 75%, 
and also reduced the amount of chlorine 
compounds discharged from its pulp 
mills by 80%. The third largest private 
forest owner in Sweden, MoDo culti- 
vates over 40 million seedlings in its 
nurseries and plants three new trees for 
every single one felled. 

MoDo believes a natural ecological 
balance is absolutely fundamental to 
sustained use of the forests. Its environ- 
mental policy takes a holistic approach. 
In other words, MoDo looks at all 
aspects of a product throughout its life 
cycle, from utilization of natural 
resources and energy consumption to 
problems of disposal and opportunities 
for recycling. 

Saving Resources 
One third of the earth's lanu sunace, or 
nearly 4,500 million hectares, is forest- 
ed. In recent decades, more than six mil- 
lion hectares of woodland has disap- 
peared every year. Most alarming of all 
is the rapid disappearance of tropical 
forest. More than 70 million hectares are 
disappearing every year - that's one 
hectare every two seconds. More than 
80% of the timber is being burnt as fuel. 

Air pollution constitutes the most seri- 
ous longtenn threat to forests. Deposits 
of sulphur and nitrogen by acid rain are 
generally well in excess of what forests 
can stand. A number of countries have 
agreed to reduce the levels of pollution 
emitted into the atmosphere. This means 
that by the year 2000, sulphur emissions 
in west Europe should be down by 60%. 

Less than 20% of felled timber is used 
for industrial conversion, including the 
manufacture of paper. For papermak- 
ing, wood must first be pulped so that 
the fibres can be released. (Wood con- 
sists of cellulose fibres connected by 
rigid tissue called lignin.) This can be 

done by cooking the wood with chemi- 
cals, or by mechanically grinding the 
wood. There are processes that combine 
both chemical and mechanical pulping. 
The process chosen depends on the 
grade of paper to be manufactured. 

Culpable Chemicals 
Bark and resins are regarded as contami- 
nants in pulp. To produce the pure, 
white, stable (ageing-resistant) cellu- 
lose pulp that is needed for many paper 
products, bleaches are used to remove 
the lignin and other contaminants in 
chemical pulp. In mechanical pulp, the 
lignin is bleached rather than removed. 
Mechanical pulp is used to make 
lightweight papers, including 
newsprint. Chemical pulp is used for 
products requiring high purity, bright- 
ness and resistance to ageing, such as 
coated fine papers and papers for laser 
printers and copiers. 

A variety of chemicals is used for 
bleaching pulp, including those contain- 
ing chlorine (chlorine or chlorine diox- 
ide) and those that are chlorine-free 
(oxygen or hydrogen peroxide). 
Chlorine and chlorine dioxide give rise 
to detrimental emissions of dioxins and 
chlorates. Dissolved organic material 
from the bleaching process is oxidized 
in the wastewater. These discharges, 
combined with effluent from the pulp- 
ing processes, can be so large they result 
in a severe depletion of oxygen in the 
receiving watercourses, causing the 
death of aquatic life in the vicinity of the 
mills. The forestry products industry 
can be cleaned up through the use of 
more benign chemicals and through the 
application of new efficient techniques 
(closed-loop systems) to reduce danger- 
ous discharges. 

Mills in Sweden are setting the stan- 
dards for others to follow. Since the 
mid-1970s. Swedish pulp mills have 
reduced the use of chlorine by more than 
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50%. Laboratories are experimenting 
with the use of ozone as a replacement 
for chlorine dioxide. The main problem 
to be overcome here is that ozone is 
much more aggressive to the cellulose 
than the other chemicals are. It weakens 
the finished paper before the desired 
brightness is reached. The Swedish for- 
est products industry as a whole is work- 
ing on new treatment processes for deal- 
ing with wastewater. A combination of 
improvements will make it possible to 
reduce effluent discharges from the 
bleaching process without jeopardising 
the quality of the finished papers. 

Papermaking Process 
In the papennaking process the proper- 
ties of finished paper are obtained by 
mixing different grades of fibres, vari- 
ous additives, and finally, by surface 
finishing. Among the additives used are 
Wrs, which include materials such as 
finely ground marble, chalk and kaolin 
(china clay), which help increase the 
opacity and improve the smoothness of 
the paper. In the production of fine 
papers, starch is used to reduce the dust- 
ing, which improves the quality. Sizing 
agents, e.g. resins or glues, are used to 

ntrol, the absorptioq p p e r t i e s .  

Various pigments are added in the pro- 
duction of coloured paper, and a fluores- 
cent whitener is sometimes used to 
enhance the brightness of the paper. 

The aspects of papermaking that are of 
concern to the environment are the 
waste fibres contained in the process 
water and the chemicals used as addi- 
tives. An important objective is to 
increase the energy efficiency of the 
papermaking process. 

More and more countries around the 
world are becoming interested in recy- 
cling paper, not least because of the 
growing mountains of waste, and in the 
interests of conserving energy - each 
tonne of recycled paper corresponds to a 
saving of 850-1700 kWh of electric 
power. In 1990, recycled paper account- 
ed for about 35% of the total quantity of 
paper produced in the world, a figure 
likely to rise to 40% by the turn of the 
century. Despite this, however, the pro- 
portion of paper products manufactured 
from recycled paper fibres is low, owing 
to the large total volume of paper pro- 
duced. Moreover, used fibre is subject- 
ed to wear and can be reused only a lim- 
ited number of times. 

Reference: MoDo Environment. Data reprinted 
withlrindpennission. 

I Throw-Away Society 

From Raw Pulp to Fine Paper 
P- -.. 

Paper machines, depending on the grade of paper to be produced, are between two and ten metres wide and operate at speeds ranging from 200 
to 2,000 rnlmin. This diagram shows a typical machine for making the sons of fine paper used for most of the Group's products. Fine paper, or 
wood-free paper as it is also known, is produced from bleached chemical pulp. Uncoated grades are mainly used for copier paper. Coated 
grades are used for quality books and iournals. 
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Longer Down Under 
One of the Group's representatives abroad is 
DA Information Services. Respected for its 
meticulous marketing strategy, DA has been 
helping to keep us right at the top of the 
market Down Under for over 30 years 

T hat collection of countries 
Down Under, known more 
properly as Australasia (New 

Zealand, Australia and Papua New 
Guinea, plus a scattering of tropical 
islands), covers an enormous land area: 
nearly 8.5 million sq km (about 3.3 mil- 
lion sq m) -that's 35 times the size of 
the UK or about the same as mainland 
USA. Despite its great size, Australasia 
is a relatively small market in world 
tmns due to its nlative1y small popula- 
tion'-- mat psopie tive 4n California 
tban in all ~ s w n '  c&es com- 
bii. 

The Elsevier-Pergamon group has 
been one of the biggest fish in the 

Nkk KrW Australasian pond for over 30 years, 
* (left) and to t8e efforts of its local agents, 

David R e ,  DA atforp~doh Services. Based in 
- ~i&R*rff jmt outside Melbourne, 

lnfomatlon Australia, DA is headed by John Dwight 
Senrioeo in (Managing Director), Nick Krins 
4Wd& UI? (Executive Director) and David Ratcliff 
~ ~ ~ v h i t  (Chairman). 
to Elsevhr Locally the company is the Group's 
hMd9- d e  agent for book publicatiem, mean- 

ing that DA enjoys the exclusive right to 
import and distribute our books in the 
area. Journals are distributed throughout 
the whole world directly by the Group 
itself and also through international sub- 
scription agents. Down Under, howev- 
er, we always recommend DA as our 
preferred local agent. 

The alliance between DA and the 
Group dates back to the 1960s. It came 
about because, as Nick Krins recalls, 
"Chris Baltzer, who was then sales man- 
ager for North-Holland in those days, 
came out to Australia and struck up a 
very good friendship with Dad. As a 
result, we were offered the distribution 
rights to North-Holland titles. Goodness 
knows what we were importing then 
because I was only a little fella," he adds 
with a smile. Nick personally has been 
with DA for 17 years - in itself a long 
association with Elsevier. Reflecting on 
this he says, "Elsevier has always treat- 
ed me as though I count and I've always 
valued that veryedmuchT 

"At DA we pride ourselves on the fact 
that we represent Elsevier," Nick con- 
tinues, "not only because you have good 
product but because it's a company with 
integrity and loyalty. Chris Baltzer and 
Peter Straub (a sales manager who 
retired last year) were important to us in 
the past as good people in the business. 
Now it's people like Jan Willem 
Dijkstra (Director, Trade Relations) 
who are making sure that the personal 
relationship keeps going strong." 

Humble Start 
Originally a family-owned business, 
DA started off literally in a wheelbar- 
row. It began in 195 1 when Willem 
Krins moved his family (wife, six sons 
and a daughter) from Holland to 
Australia. Willem had a background in 
publishing, printing and bookselling, 

and so it was logical for him to set up as 
an importer of books for the fast-grow- 
ing community of Dutch immigrants. 
He collected his first batch of Dutch 
books, from the local post office in a 
borrowed wheelbarrow; this was cer- 
tainly not the modem operation that DA 
would become. Willem was soon deal* 
ing with a wide variety of Dutch pub- 
lishers and in the 1960s, when many 
began publishing in English as well, DA 
branched out to supply those publica- 
tions, especially in the STM (scientific, 
technical and tidical) fields. 

Dutch-Australian Book Depot, as the 
company was known in those days, 
came to employ Mrs Krins, five Krins 
children (including Nick, 
the family), and a staff recrui 
the local Dutch community. F 
the retirement of Mr and 
1985 saw a management buyout an 
three of the four brothers leaving the 
cempaay. In 1990 DA's 55 aw~&&~of 
staff 1 8 0 ~ ~ 4  60 btight, modixn.off-kuw 
with v&y good amenities. "Our old 
off~ces were nice but abit higgledy-pig- 
gledy," explains David Ratcliff. "Today 
we're in a building that we can feel 
proud of. It looks the part of a successful 
business." 

Indeed, DA has come a long way from 
' 

its humble beginnings. The family affair 
which literally began in a wheelbarrow 
has become the region's major supplier 
of an extremely broad range of products 
in nearly 400 STM fields. Its most recent 
change of name to DA Information 
Services is a reflection of the changes 
happening in the marketplace. 

In addition to marketing the postgrad- 
uate material of several local publishers, 
DA represents 130 overseas imprints, 70 
exclusively, the Elsevier-Pergamon 
groupbeiig the biggest of those. "On the 
journals side of the business," says Nick, 
"we deal with approximately 2000 pub- 

Elsevier Science World 
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:an react very quickly to market 
demands and requirements. We have 
just developed a new system called DA 
Direct which allows customers to 
access us electronically at no cost to 
them to make inquiries or place an order 
for both books and journals databases. 
On the publishers' side, in 1993 we'll 
start exchanging tapes of journal sub- 
scription data with Hanny Aarts at 
Elsevier." 

DA now has a sister company called 
CD-ROM & Associates which concen- 
trates specifically on marketing CD- 
ROM prodw?~. This arm h shown 

lishers, 905% of them STM publishers, P ~ ~ ~ ~ Y ~ .  
including a lot of society presses." , The strength of the CD-ROM busi- 

~ i ~ k  U, -we are trying to ness is a glimmer of optimism in a 
the won needs of& academics, region that overall is frorn the 
industw. libraries. orofessionals and the of the bad economk c-. 
trade in the best Gav we msiblv can. the Year the Au4rah doNw I 
It's important that wk are tieddown hm ~~ by about l@% 
to one particular publisher so that indi- the US dollar and abovtUfsb fchXh 
viduals know thev can relv on us for the D"@h guildet. &is I 
impartial in fok t ion .  A hevartment had a negitive I 

Economic I Conditions 

involved in ontology, for example, the Group's product@. Hick SPY$, 

wants to know about allthe current titles ''Currency is a dsasta * h m n t ,  
in cancer r e s d  glsevierhas a lot, but and added to that You get -Ling 
other publishenmy have same also. It l i ~ b u d g e ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  
so happens that to many fields Elsevier Ma conscious that W- of 
has stronger titles and better authors so 
these titles are bought more often." 

MafeBing Needs 
One way in which DA services each 
publisher well is in the area of promo- 
tions. They, have 30,000 names and 
addresses on a direct mail database. 
'That's our own list," says David, "we 
don't sell it to anybody and the names 
are on there by request, all profiled with 
their areas of interest. Taking books and 
journals in the same way, when a new 
one comes out we produce a leaflet giv- 
ing information about that product." 

DA has made significant investments 
in customer relations and information 
technology in order to ensure that their 
excellart, cost-effective level of service 
continues well into the future. 
"Obviously," David explains, "we 
spend a lot of time talking to the publish- 
ers we represent and the academic com- 
munity to find out their needs and match 
the two. With our computer facilities we 

-1Off91)f,4 

good journals may be, they sometimes 
cut the dearest ones, including Elsevier 
and Pergamon's unfortunately. 
Naturally we fight hard to retain these 
subscriptions." I 

Is there anything in that could be done 
to improve the already strong alliance? 
"Our relationship is a very healthy one," 
David replies. 'The thing I like about it 
is that there is honesty and straightfor- 
wardness on both sides. However, we 
would appreciate even more contact so 
that more product information comes 
through to our staff. w e  do see yourpeo- 
ple in Australia, but not as often as we 
would like. Once or twice a year would 
be much better." 

"Put it this way," suggests Nick. "We 
are small fry in the Elsevier-Pergamon 
picture but we do an important job in our 
territory. The closer the contact we 
have, the better. And the more affinity 
we have, the better. That will help DA to 
service customers better which will help 
you to keep your product right on top, 
where it should be." 
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Friendly Liaisons with Scientists 

It's not what you know, it's who you know ... Yes indeed, in publishing as much as 
any other business it's the contacts that count. Here Pergamon's Jasbir Manik, Julia 

Wallace & Michael Mabe discuss their not-so-dangerous liaisons with scientists 

"A n essential part of 
our work is to be 
closely involved 

with the academic community," says 
Jasbir (Jas) Manik. As Editorial 
Assistant in Pergamon's Materials 
Science team, Jas often deals with aca- 
demic editors at a distance but also 
looks after those visiting Pergamon in 
Oxford. 

"On average we see our editors face- 
to-face once or twice a year," says 
Senior Publishing Editor Michael 
Mabe, who heads the ~ater ia ls  Science 
team. "Most pass through the UK on 
their way to European meetings and if 
they do we try to see them in Oxford. In 
turn, we usually visit their university 
either on our way to conferences or see 
them at international meetings." 

''Just having a voice at the end of a 
telephone isn't nearly as constructive as 
being able to meet people in person," 
emphasises Julia Wallace, Materials 
Science Publisking Editor, "and actual- 
ly find out a bit more about them, their 
character and how to deal with them." 

Both Julia and Michael, the two mem- 
bers of the Materials Science team most 
actively involved in acquisition, have 
scientific backgrounds. Julia had just 
finished a PhD in semiconductor 
physics when she joined Pergamon in 
February 1992, while Michael, who has 
been with Pergamon for nearly seven 
years, was originally a chemist. 
"Scientists are more inclined to talk to 
you if you don't appear to be a total 
idiot," he says, "so it's very important 

Members of 
Pergamon 'S 
Materials Science 
team (I-r): Jasbir 
Manlk, Julia 
Wallace & 
Mlchael Mabe. 

that we can discuss their scientific work 
with some knowledge. But I think com- 
munication skills are as important so I 
wouldn't want to suggest that merely 
being knowledgeable is enough." 

Good communication skills are essen- 
tial to avoid misunderstandings. 'They 
don't happen often but if they do arise," 
says Michael, "about editorial office 
expenditure for example, we first estab- 
lish exactly what the facts are. Merely 
applying crude financial criteria without 
regard to the reasoning behind a request 
would be far too shortsighted. At the 
same time, however, we have to be clear 
about our commercial imperative to 
ensure that a journal remains on track in 
terms of costs and revenue, and also that 
the market is receiving what it wants 
because, at the end of the day, that's 
where the profitability comes from." 

"Communicating well is a matter of 
building trust," he adds. "It's surprising 
that things that seem straightforward 

can often seem devious when written 
down if there is a commercial relation 
between the sender and receiver. That's 
why I think the personal touch, actually 
seeing the person to whom you're send- 
ing something, is crucial in preventing 
adversarial relations." 

Making Connections 

As part of the everyday running of jour- 
nals, publishing staff are constantly in 
touch with academic editors by tele- 
phone, fax and at scientific meetings of 
course. "Going to conferences is really 
important," says Julia, "because at them 
you often make new contacts as well as 
meet the people you already know." 

Jas, a chemistry graduate, also appre- 
ciates the value of attending confer- 
ences. "Philip Mestecky (Marketing 
Manager) and Melanie Breeze 
(Marketing Manager) and I were at a 
conference in Manchester last year," he 

Elsevier Science World 
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recalls, "the 25th anniversary of the 
Corrosion and Protection Centre at 
UMIST. We're actually publishing the 
proceedings in corrosion ~cienc; this 
year so it was important for us to be 
there. It was a great opportunity to chat 
with Professor Scully, the editor-in- 
chief of Corrosion Science, and the con- @ 
ference organiser, to see how every- 
thing was going and, of course, 
generally display our goods and wares." 

Indeed, conferences can be the source 
of new ventures. A good example is the 
fullerene conference currently being 
organised by Michael and Julia in con- 
junction with Penny Moon of Elsevier 
Advanced Technology. Michael had 
met Harry Kroto, one of the codkov- 
ers at a conference, just socially, sad 
asked him if he could edit a specid iswe 
of Pergamon'e journal Cadm devoted 
to fullerenes. "He said yes," MicWl 
mmember~ with g k ,  "So we met again 
to talk about this at Sussex University. 
Out of conversations with him there 
came the idea that we ought to be doing 
more on buckyballs, but exactly what 
wasn't clear." 

It was meeting Penny Moon that made 
Michael realise that they should do a 
conference. "Penny came and gave an 
impressive presentation at our editorial I 

I rergamon's flagships lncluae me 
highly respected Actcl Mc~trillurgic~ti 
cr Mcrrerirrlin which. with Michael 
Ashhy as its editor-in-chief, isasso- 
ciated with some very important 
names. Scripto Metrrllur,qictr. the 
rapid-communications companion 
journal, is of equally high prestige. 
The leading journal in the Solid 
State package is another letters 
jourllal. Solicl Sftrrc, Cornm1411ic~r- 
fiolls. The archival journal is the 
J o ~ t r ~ ~ c r l  of Phy.ric.s clnd Chrrr~i.stty 
c!/'Soliti.s. "Those two sit together as 
being very much the same sort of 
a l~i rnal ."  s ays  Michael  Mabe .  
"looking after different needs ol'the 
same research community.' 

Breakthroughs in Buckyballs 
m m B B B 

exotic family of carbon molecules whose ball-shaped structure not only heralds 
lew branch of chemistry, but also appears to have boundless practical applica- 

[Ions. 
Diamonds and graphite are both well-known forms of carbon. The new family 

of carbon molecules was found in 1985 when scientists were vaporising graphite 
with laser beams. To their surprise they saw in the graphite soot strange new 
spherical molecules formed with large numbers of even atoms, which looked 
like the geodesic domes created by the architect, Buckminster Fuller. 
Remembering the geodesic dome Fuller had designed for the US Pavilion at the 
Montreal Expo in 1967, one of the CO-discoverers, Hany Kroto of Sussex 
University, suggested naming the molecule "Buckrninsterfullerene." This 
mouthful was quickly shortened to "buckyball" or "fullerene". 

Many buckyballs have been made in laboratories but only recently have they 
vsen found in nature, in a shiny black, carbon-rich stone called shungite, thought 
to have been formed in the Precambrian age (more than half a billion years ago). 
Buckrninsterfullerene is already made and sold as a fine chemical by American 
chemical companies. It seems to have endless potential as a starting chemical for 
making new products and drugs and as a new material. According to a report in 
NewScientist(6 July 1991): "Scientists are speculatingon its potential as alubri- 
cant - a collection of molecular ball bearings - as a semiconductor and as a 
--talyst." 

In response to the great wave of scientific and industrial interest, Pergarnon 
and Elsevier Advanced Technology are jointly organising the first international 
conference to be devoted entirely to buckyballs, to be held this summer at Santa 
Barbara. Hany Kmto has been secured as the programme chairman and some 
other CO-discovers will be on the panel of experts that are going to lead the dis- 
cussion fontm. "We think organising a conference is a much more measured and 
market-led response than launching a journal," says Michael Mabe. "One of the 
arguments against a journal is that having one devoted to a substance would be 
very unusual. There isn't a journal called 'benzene', therefore one wouldn't 
expect to have one on buckminsterfullerenes. Because the developments are 
occumng in many areas of chemistry and physics - it is a very diffuse area - 
Pergamon will be publishing papers connected with the conference in a wite of 
journa 

group meeting about the services that achieve." 
could be ours," he explains, "and it was "It's all about having friendly, not 
a question of what could be a good sub- dangerous, liaisons with the academic 
ject for a conference. 'Ihe difKureness cornmunity."considers Jas. 
and the newness of the buckyball area But the last word on liaisons should go 
and also the absence of any other major to Julia. "Until I came here I'd only seen 
interdisciplinary international meeting publishing from the side of an author 
on it made it an ideal candidate." submitting a paper, so seeing the actual 

In Michael's experience, all really process that papers go through was very 
good publishing ideas come out of the important. As a publishing editor 
blue, often from a little bit of lateral you've got to get an appreciation of the 
thinking. "They've come from being entire system which means liaising with 
able to make connections where previ- production, marketing and sales people 
ously there weren't connections as well. We'reheretoliaisewiththeout- 
between strands of the list and strands in side academic world, but we've got to 
the community," he says, adding remember to go back into the company 
thoughtfully, "with the academics on as well." 
our side there is nothing we can't 
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Desk Editors 
Power-Crazed Meddlers? 

One of the most unappealing spin-offs of a 
desk editorial training is the establishment of a 
creeping pedantic urge that infects the hapless 
trainee more or less from the beginning of the 
apprenticeship. Here are Derek Collett's 
thoughts on the subject 

pon commencing as a desk 
editor a placid indifference 
to grammatical indiscre- 

Calcu 
the, 
ftadom 
dhtribul 1% setinto 

included 
inamxi: 
(1) togett 
over hue 

'(I. 1)D.R.Y 
2) Lpcu 

I s m  3 ) z  

4) J. M. B1 
12. 1.J- 
IHm 

..,..S, linguistic @ i & s  or plain 
typographical unpleas9ntn.s~ which 
may once have nigned is quickly sup 
planted by a gnawing, all-embncing 
desire to change and improve every 
fragment of the written word which 
parades in front of the eyes. An unbri- 
dled zealotry seems to hatch parasitical- 
ly in a dark corner of the mind and sud- 
denly one develops an insatiable craving 
to root out errors wherever they may be 
lurking. Novels, magazines, junk mail, 
breakfast cereal packets, even the signs 
at He&hrow Airport: no fragment of 
text, ikkspective of its importance, is 
safe from the avenging strokes of the 
sub-editor's wn. 

I find it extraordinarily difficult these 
days to view a novel simply as an enter- 
tainment or as an aesthetic artefact. 
Unless the desk editorial part of the 
mind is kept tightly in check while read- 
ing it tends to wander gleefully and 
destructively in search of imperfections 
in the volume under scrutiny. One does 
not so much read as proofread each 
freshly turned page, viewing it with 
trepidation as if it were a typographical 
timebomb just waiting to go off. There 
you are, concentrating intently on the 

DvnlrCoAk(L, senkr Dwk E-, c a c r g h t ~ ~ ~ ~ n # ~ I  
l m p u b m a  at Umvkr Editorb1 SuWu, "I enJoyad mdhg dh. thmghdr 
d A M m y  NMIon [cimulaw -haPR the Group as a specis1 CIll For 
CmtdWWwJ and l could NW mdmn romrdhlng In a s l m k  win but 
~ I l k l d # t o ~ a d l l k n n t , m o r r h u m o r o u r ~ , n l n ~ n g t h k  
~ b ~ d r l l b m k l y . d a l p l s n g ~ ~ ~ # w g r - a n ~ h w d  
h-. #k k f l o w b u t m  thatIsornofmystykdwrftIng-SW 
rrwld u y  my only style but of coum I'd dl8pute that. l know It's written 
p but that h M the point. It's a bit of an oIWce/oke thls 

mok of wrltlng. " 

latest high-flown classical allusion 
flung off the page at you by the author, 
and all the while the devil inside your 
mind is infinitely more interested in per- 
ceived irregularities in the interletter 
spacing of the passage under study. 

Strange Obsessions 

It is sad to relate that some of those who 
rejoice in the award of the title "desk edi- 
tor" do assume that possession of that 
epithet gives them carte blanche to build 
monstrous windmills of elephantine 
pedantry and then to portentously berate 
anyone daring to tilt at them. For 
instance, observe the lorryload of contu- 
mely that descends swiftly upon the 
head of anyone in my office careless 
enough to open a sentence with such a 
vilified affront to the English Ianguage 

as"Duct0thefactthat ...". 
Strange obsessions soon become 

installed on taking this job. To give just a 
solitary example, one develops an 
unhealthy tendency to giggle uncontrol- 
lably when passing a greengrocer's 
store and reading "Apple's 30p a pound" 
chalked with miserable inaccuracy on a 
b l a c k W .  

Sometimes you can feel haunted, 
intimidated even, by the houndings of 
the local grammar thought police as they 
dog your every word. You lie fearfully 
awake at night in expectation of a vi* 
lent knock on the door at 3 am followed 
by an interrogation and some psycho- 
logical roughing-up about your use of 
split infinitives and tautologies in con- 
versation, or else a little "education" in 
the etymology of that word you've been 
using wrongly for weeks or perhaps a 

Elsevier Science World 
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flan enors in tomorrow's shopping list. 
said careless talk costs lives. Well 

&vonder what terrible rehibution awaits 
for having had the shameless temeri- 

&W blurt out the hideous "On the other 
had..." without first employing the 

,@ucliorative "On the one hand..." pref- 
=m? 

Happily, the narrow-minded afflic- 
dpndoes wear off after a while - usual- 
qSi'sb the w i t  of l7qmed kh 
a b h g u e s - a n d k q a e d t o W a s t  X -. 
+&m's pedantic little quirks diminishes. 
k h tben m & m b @ 1 y ,  if $QlllCSVw 
Chragdy, touching to observe younger 
d&pembers adopting the same rules 

you yourself have so sagely discard- 
& ird then watching them promulgate 

dictatorial cast-offs with the same 

d o d p p - w w - w l  
M n d b i s m t 6 I v b b r i * ~  
bcMsbeingassi~lcssarduousduties 
suchasap~lyiag *@3t@9f3, 

Such praise as is rece~vd AS often 
y$wdd in my opinion. Fay exiiqpk 
c$yider a manuscript so twtuwsly 
w b l e  that you &e W& 

editor of my acquaintance was fond of 
saying: ''Too much baby was thrown out 
with the bathwater.".) You shuffle this 
anxiety to an inner recess of the mind 
and pray fervently ecver to see the paper 
again. 

Some considerable period of time 
later the mailbag throws forth a commu- 
nication which, judging by the delivery 
time, appears to bave been mmfpaed 
byoverlandeIephntand; you can't help 
noticing from its exrpmal appsrrancc, 
seems to have been mhddily trampled 

. BY af=4c! dap$l4lt (aad BS?rhPps 
absently nibbled at as well) at some 
point in its journey. Inside the e n v w  
is a cloyingly thankful leaer from the 
author, written in endearing pidgin 
&aglish, express@ hip admiration for 
your mastery of the mother tongue and 
undying gratitude for "improving" his 
paper to the benefit of the readers. 
(Hmmmm, if only he knew hsw 
depressingly W?, of-ing the arti- 
cle has become in the *ss!) 
IQ conbr,a~t, ,%Q improve- 

ments we are most ptwd pf tend to be 
eitfier fotany ignored recipient or 
else sei@ on vigocmly and used as a 
st@k yvftfi wiii5b t~ berit ss for +rina to 
effbct such berban>us kqpedngs of the 
aufior's perftyt m. S feel that one 
such v i h i o ~ i c ~ c o t  can butweigh 
perhaps ten letteis'of Congratulatory 
content - or is this just the cynic in me 
floating to the surface? 

we 4 we *w=d though i? 
m,* ~ P W ~ Y  affectipga q i v + ? k  
tets ,of true gratitude ,horn Putbots. 
Sometimes t h b  even arrived +M- 
nip bx @$: 1 have b e n  lu~ky 
wqient$?f* . *- 
of +land's lcqt =cities and a 
splendid calle+tiop of ouhized Chinese 
pstage$- m!s bizam still are 
Jle invirotibns. Mfgs to spend some 
time lazing on the banks of ~ a k e  

+' 
+ c. z--, , <* 

* . .h + - ,: ' %e....u* Lobhino& /j-J 
time he wwaf in SArciL alas ~ ' m  stin 1s - 

waiting for himto show up. 
SO m y  do we edit? ithi& we are , n e i  nd-c basically masochistic h nature; we ,ternal demr of 

enjoy slaving away uunoticed for the symmetric 
most part and being open to (often quite tions that cpn 
undeserving) criticism whenever an 
error is committed. For example, if the 
typesetter omits a line of type by acci- 1 .  6 . 

To be a& to IfuurlMe ia tbre proctss - L L '  
of translating some - t 

worldly gibberish 

beautiful scienttflc d d n g  

transient atrd i&qu&pieasute do we 
don the mantle dltie desk editor. 
Derelt c&#* 

. , . -  

Excruciating 
Competition 

~ b a n p h q  &l topreet an author in  an 
Francisco hoxg bo\b,caw my way but 
@yY I was' @b $0 fplfill either of 
*<w,-,*=P-dly 
ppp&,to 'take me out far a drink any 
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Doing Your Best in Production 

Lorl out on 
th8 town wirh 

:.A husband dJoe 
Johnaon, who 
isampcurer 
m m  
Qmnwich 
-, 
W1 daily 
-per 
fartheoaglet 
Qrunrdak, 

-* 

D ark eyes and an Italian 
accent hint at Lori 
Johnson's roots in Salerno, a 

city south of Naples on the west coast of 
Italy. At the age of sixteen Lori immi- 
grated with her family to America in 
search of better educational and occupa- 
tional opportunities. In the beginning 
the family moved often, from Long 
Island to White PIaina and tka to Port 
Chester, aH in the state of New York. 
Subsequently Lori graduated f r m  
White Plains High School and got a 
Bachelor of Arts degree from Pace 
University, White Rains, with a major 
in English and a minor in Journalism. 

Her first publishing job was at 
Bninner-Mazel, a publisher of books in 
psychology and psychotherapy. In 
1988, when she was looking for another 
job, Lori saw an ad for Pergamon Press. 
It so happened that the old Pergamon 
Press Inc. (Pm) ofice in Elmsford was 
only ten minutes from her apartment so 
Lori went for the interview. "I liked 

Loredana (Lori) Johnson is one of three production supervisors in 
the 29-strong production team at Pergamon Press Inc. in 
Tarrytown. This team is responsible for producing 90 journals in 
total 

Pergamon immediately," she says witha 
smile, "and I've been happy here ever 
since." 

Lori started as a production editor, 
moved up to senior production editor 
after a year and to journal production 
supervisor six months later. Now she 
oversees six production editors as well 
as PPI's desktop publishing operations. 
She copy-edits one journal herself, 
Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology, 
and oversees the production of 23 oth- 
ers. "Maintaining high quality and time- 
ly publication of the journals I oversee 
are the most important tasks of my job," 
she says. 

Opportunities 
Lori has found at Pergamon the opportu- 
nity to grow and advance that her family 
came looking for in America. "I've been 
given opportunities to grow on the job," 
she says. "I know so much more about 
publishing than when I started." 

"Pergamon gives people opportuni- 
ties to learn and move up," she adds. 
"Employees are usually promoted from 
within the company, and I want to give 
the production editors I supervise the 
same kind of opportunities I have had 
here." 

Lori is particularly proud of the train- 
ing program she and her fellow produc- 
tion supervisors have developed. In 
1991 Jon Goodnough was the first indi- 
vidual Lori worked with to move up 

from pOduction assistant to production 
editor and last year James Flannery 
became the second to be pmmoted. Lori 
continues,"if production editors have a 
special skill or interest, we encourage it 
whether it's with computers or copy- 
editing or whatever. We have some very 
talented people in our department." 

Quality control at the print stage - 
just before the journal is printed - is a 
new responsibility Lori has taken on 
most recently. "Our general manager of 
production, Vince O'Brien, and our pro- 
duction manager, Stephanie Paul, wmt- 
ed to give me an opportunity to leam 
something about the printing process 
itself," she explains. 

Not so long ago Lori visited a printing 
company, Capital City Press in 
Vermont, with the other supervisors. "It 
was exciting to see my own journal 
being printed and bound right before my 
eyes," she says. Now Lori checks about 
eight journals at the print stage. 

Special Interests 
One of Lori's special interests is desktop 
publishing. Three years ago, her desktop 
journal, Computers, Environment and 
Urban Systems, became one of PPI's 
very first journals to be composed and 
laid out entirely on the Macintosh pc. 
NOW she supervises the desktop pub- 
lishing of eight journale; another three 
will be added by the first q~arterof1993~ 
"I don't know what other companies 
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are doing," Lori admits, "but at PP1 I've 
learnt to work with four types of com- 
puter software. Quark XPress is used on 
the Mac (Macintosh pc) for desktop 
publishing, XyWrite for wordprocess- 
ing and editing, Microsoft's Word for 
letters and faxes, and Paradox for PPI's 
comprehensive manuscript tracking 
system which lets everyone in the com- 
pany know exactly what stage a 
manuscript or issue is in at any given 
moment. I'm not an expert in any of the 
four, but I do feel comfortable using 
them. I have a lot of choices when it 
comes to software and that flexibility 
makes my job easier and more interest- 
ing." 

PPI's three production supervisors - 
Lori, Melissa Bogen and Nina Patricola 
- along with production manager 
Stephanie Paul and special services 
manager Aline Phillips have regular 
monthly meetings to solve production 
problems and share creative sugges- 
tions. "Procedures like desktop publish- 
ing are evolving and improving all the 
time," says Lori. "Working together we 
come up with ideas about how to do 
things better and faster in our depart- 
ment." Indeed, desktop publishing has 
sliced six weeks off the time it takes 
from receipt of manuscript to final pub- 
lication at PP1 - from 18 weeks for a 
conventionally edited and typeset jour- 
nal to 12 weeks for a desktop journal. 

SGML (Standard Generalized Mark- 
Up Language), used for formatting arti- 
cles electronically, is also helping to 
acceierate journal publication at PPI. 
The SGML codes (generic codes that 
indicate what the different parts of an 
article are, for example, the title) are 
entered by the pyduction editors in a 
process called SGML-editing which 
was developed for PP1 staff by Bruce 
Gossett, Vice President, Production and 
Operations. The number of SGML jour- 
nals at PP1 has jumped from four to sev- 
enteen in the last six months alone. "Our 
long term goal, of course, is to do every- 
thing electronically," says Lori. 

Home Life 
Lori lives with her reporter husband, 
Joe, in their apartment in Elmsford 

along with two cats, Chiba and Tipper, 
the latter with her perky personality 
named after Tipper Gore, the wife of A1 
Gore, the newly elected vice president to 
Bill Clinton. Joe and Lori met at Pace 
University where they were both 
reporters on the college newspaper. 
They married in 1986. 

"We are both involved in the commu- 
nity." Lori explains, "We want to give 
something back for  all  we have 
received." Joe is a volunteer fireman. 
Lori used to work Sundays in a nursing 
home and is now active in a monthly 
"pantry" organized by her church to help 
feed the needy in Elmsford. "I change 
my volunteer work every year or so," 
she says. Offering her time to help teach 
reading and writing to illiterates is what 
she plans to do next. 

Keeping fit is important to both. Lori 
smiles. "My New Year's resolution was 
to work out every day on our Nordic 
track trainer (a machine that simulates 
cross-country skiing). I also like to 
write," she says. "It makes me feel good 
to write about my life experiences." She 
is taking a correspondence writing 

course from Long Ridge Writers Group 
in Connecticut. "I can work at my own 
pace, and send in a piece of fiction or an 
article when I am satisfied with it." 

At 29, Lori still wants to wait a few 
years before starting a family. She feels 
that the atmosphere at Pergamon is sup- 
portive of working mothers. "I believe 
that if you've worked hard to get where 
you are, continuing your career when 
you have children is important. It's chal- 
lenging, but it is possible, and I do think 
the management at Pergamon is sensi- 
tive to the two roles that many women 
fulfil." 

When asked where she would like to 
be ten years from now, Lori responds: "I 
will probably still be here at PPI. I will 
definitely stay in publishing, but hope- 
fully, in a higher position. I do think 
moving up is important but I also think 
that growing in your own job is essen- 
tial. You learn so much just by interact- 
ing with people. Managers teach you a 
lot. I think doing your best in your pre- 
sent job is the key to the future." 

Candida Harper 

Lori Johnson 
wrote the 
step-by-step 
desktop 
publishing 
manual from 
which this 
flow chart 
comes. 
Engagingly 
modest about 
her own 
writing skills 
- she likes to 
write stories 
and articles in 
her spare 
time at home 
- Lori points 
out, "The 
manual was 
based on 
ideas from 
everybody 
involved in 
the process. " 
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1 Pergamon Promotions Welcome 
With the appointment of Norman Paskin to Director, Information With this issue we're delighted to 
Technology Development (see: Bulletin Board), Roger Dunn, PP1 welcome onto the Editorial 

General ~ a n a ~ e r  and vice 
- 

Board of Elsevier Science World 
President, Editorial, has assumed Jim Gilgunn-Jones, Editorial 
responsibility for the direction and Director for Engineering, Earth 
management of the Life Sciences ronmental Sciences, 
programmes in Tarrytown and 
Oxford. Justin Robinson and 
Marion Jowett have both been Publishing Co. Inc., and Lindi 

Paskin appointed Associate Publisher in R~~~~ D",,,, Belfield, Head of Production, 
the Life Sciences/Biosphere Group in EPD. 

Oxford, while Daniel ~ c h i h  has been appointed Associate Publisher, Alex Powell is now our local 
Medical &Life Sciences, in Tanytown. Daniel moves from Oxford to stringer for Elsevier Electronic 
Tanytown, while Justin moves from Tanytown to Oxford to take up Publishing Services in Lancaster 
their newly created positions on March 1 st. Ann Lloyd has been pro- (see: Bulletin Board), and Peter 
moted to Publishing Editor, Life Sciencies, in Oxford. Tins Bonanno Blumenfeld is our new man-on- 
has been promoted to Publishing Editor, Life Sciences, in Tarrytown. the-spot for Elsevier Sequoia in 

Swan Henley has been promoted to Publishing Editor, Behavioural Lausanne. Please note that your 
Sciences, in Tanytown, reporting to both Roger Dunn and Barbara local contact (see back cover for 
Bamtt. Editorial Director, Physical Sciences &Applied Social the full list of names) will gladly 
Sciences. In Oxford Greg Kilminster has joined as Publishing Editor, forward your contributions to 
Social Sciences. Amsterdam. Finally, following 

Hekn McPhemn has been appointed Senior Publishing Editor, Kevin Yarr's return to Canada, 
Chemistry, nplacing R- Lomax who has left the company. Postroom Manager Alan Mutton 
Glcads K&w has talren over from Helen as Senior Managing became Pergamon's in-house 
Editor of the newly integrated Major Reference Works Department. photographer. 

I Shannon 

Gremlins Again 

Whoops, those sneaky gremlins got into last issue's People File, and 
wrecked havoc on an unreasonable number of entries. Luckily we 
caught the, offenders and by threatening to chop off their interfering fin- 
gers, forced them to say sony to the following people: 

Vince Edmonds (Pergamon) and Kristien (in preference to 
Christine) van Lunen (APD) who, contrary to the notices of their 
departure, are both alive and well and still working within the Group. 
Neil Davey (Elsevier1 Geo Abstracts) who is definitely not a has-been 
but has been appointed Editor of Geographical Abstracts: Human 
Geography. Tracey Wells who transferred 
to Elsevier Advanced Technology from 
Pergamon. Patricia Werner (APD), Kay 
Mensink-Williams (APD) and Arjen 
Sevenster (APD, an Associate Publisher 
not a Publishing Editor), whose names are 
now spelled correctly. Desiree Cape1 
(APD), and Susan Knight and Jolanda de 
Rijk (APD) who moved to, respectively, 
the Agriculture Editorial Office, and the 
Exhibitions Department. 

Fifteen journals in Clinical 
Medicine have been shifted to 
Elsevier Scientific Publishers 
Ireland (ESPI) from APD 
Medicine, Pharmaceutical & 
Biological Sciences (MPBS) in 
Amsterdam. 
Ian Beecroft, 
formerly a 
Journal 
Manager at 
Elsevier 
Sequoia, has 
been appointed 
Coordinating 
Editor at ESPI (Shannon), where 
initially he is responsible for 
coordinating the phased transfer 
of the desk-editorial and produc- 
tion activities of these journals. 
Ian is liaising closely with Ralph 
Lupton, Head of the MPBS Desk 
Editorial group, throughout the 
transition phase. 

Sequoia 
As a result of internal restructur- 
ing, various organisational 
changes have been made in 
Elsevier Sequoia's Lausanne 
operations. Guido Zosimo- 
Landolfo has assumed publish- 
ing responsibility for the Sequoia 
Chemistry and Chemical 
Engineering titles and Albert 
Fischer is looking after most of 
those in the Materials Sciences. 
The remaining titles are assigned 
to Amsterdam-based publishing 
editors. 

Ian Holmes has become 
Journals Supervisor, looking 
after desk-editorial work on all 
Lausanne-based titles and report- 
ing to Tim Devenport, General 
Manager (Editorial/ Production). 
John McKillop has left the com- 
PanY. 

Seqprint, the in-house typeset- 
ting group, is now headed by 
Seqprint Manager Eve Jaquier, 
whilst the Production, Artwork 
and Design group is led by 
Production Manager Dominique 
Mangione. Administrative - 
aspects for desk-editorial, type- 
setting, and production have been 
brought together in a new 
Journals Administration group 
headed by Janneke Sorber. All 
three groups report to Tim 
Devenport. 

Pascal Vionnet has recently 
joined the ~inance Department as 
Senior Accountant reporting to 
Financial Controller Jacques 
van Brussel. Eileen Weiss has 
left the company. 

Maria Daniels has taken on the 
position of Office Manager, in 
which position she is supervising 
a range of housekeeping, pur- 
chasing, mailroom and other cen- 
tral service tasks. 

An in-depth story on Elsevier 
Sequoia will appear soon in 
Elsevier Science World. 
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Wansit ions 
Jonathan Smith been appointed 
to the newly created position of 
Production Manager at Elsevier 
Editorial Services (EES) in 
Oxford, reporting to Operations 
Manager Peter Tulett. Bea 
Waterfield has been promoted to 
Electronic Editing Supervisor, 
reporting to Team Leader 
(Refereeing) Ben Glover. 
Jonathan effectively replaces 
Jerry Vecht who has returned to 
Amsterdam (after being stationed 
at EES for 14 months) as TCC 
(Traffic Coordination Centre) 
Coordinator, reporting to Jan 
Ruijgrok, Manager of the APD 
Management Information Office. 
Bea replaces Alex Powell who 
has become Manager of the 
Elsevier IRCS Conversion 
Bureau in Lancaster. Senior Desk 
Editor (Sequoia team) Teresa 
-McIntyre has left EES to move 
to New Zealand 

Ian Woods is now Publishing 
Manager of ElsevierIGeo 
Abstracts. David Hemsley has 
joined as Editor of Fluid 
Abstracts. Sally Stone and 
Marion Amos have joined 
Adrian Hall as Senior Editors. In 
the reorganised editorial depart- 
ment each senior editor is respon- 
sible for acluster of journals and 
associated staff, Adrian has addi- 
tional responsibility for WorZd 
Textile Abstracts staff in 
Manchester 

P 

Jackie Kuhl has joined the 
Electronic Publishing Group as 
Sales Manager, North America. 
Carole Corcoran has been pro- 
moted to Promotion Manager in 
the North American Sales and 
Distribution. These are both 
Amsterdam departments that 
function out of the ESPC office in 
New York 

Following the transfer of the 
APD's Clinical Medicine list to 
ESP1 (see: Shannon) several 
APD desk editors have moved on 
to new desk editorial groups: 
Frank Smith and Jeroen 
Hogendorp are now working on 
Materials Science journals, Thea 
Schenk and Gerald Oreel are 
now working on Biochemistry, 
Neuroscience &Microbiology 
journals, Ana Bela Sb Dies and 
Bob Quanjer are now working 
on Physics journals, and 
Margreet Tillema now works on 
journals in Economics, Statistics 
& Operations Research 

Cora Koene is now Secretary to 
Henk van der Rijst, Publisher of 
APD Physics & Materials 
Science, replacing Kate 
O'Connor who has transfered to 
the Excerpta MedicalMedical 
Communications Division. Cora 
used to work for Mari 
Pijnenborg, Director of 
Corporate Policies &Business 
Development (see: Pijnenborg 
Departing). Her replacements 
are Jola Stuyt and Atie 
Buisman, members of the secre- 
tariat of Gee Baars, Director of 
Personnel & Organisation. 

Andy Deelen-Buwalda is 
now Secretary to Juiian Pitt, 
Publishing Editor in APD 
Chemistry & Chemical 
Engineering. Astrid Nieman is 
now Secretary in the Marketing 
Department of the same unit, 
reporting to Marketing Manager 
Brenda Campbell. Louise 
Henderson has joined the 
Secretariat of the APD Nuclear 
Physics Editorial Office 

Nico de Bruin and Eduard 
Kooren have joined Amsterdam 
Services as Postmen in respec- 
tively the Overmolen and 
Molenwerf buildings. 

Milestones 

25 Years 
S. Schipper J. Gilgum-Jones Pergamon 
APD I I E. Johnston Pergamon 

15 Years 
20 Years 

J. Kinch Pergamon 
G. Willott Geo Abstracts 
J.G. Oosterom APD 
M.G. Dissel-Pijpers APD 
A.P. de Ruiter APD 
KC. Plaxton APD 
N.D. Vanenburg ESP/Services 
E.H. van Dijk-Haykens 
Sales/Services 
E.M. Out-Tongelet 
ESP/Sewices 
D. Witmer-Maini EPD 
M. J. D9Hauwer ESP/Services 
C.M.M. Smit-Oud 
ESPIServices 

B. ~osse t t  PPI 
A. Saville ESP Ltd 

10 Years 
G.R. van Daalen APD 
T.R. Roof-Kramer APD 
Y.A. Wiesemam APD 
RT. Kolumbis ESP/Services 
F.M. de Leeuw Elset 
T. Keen Pergamon 
B. Quim Pergamon 
J. Simms Pergamonm 

Pi jnenborg Departing 
Mari Pijnenboq, Director of Corporate Policies & Business 
Development, will officially end his Elsevier career with retirement on 
July 3 1,1993. Thereafter, Peter van H a ,  Director of Planning & 
Development, will take over most of Mari's portfolio and James Kels, 
ESPG Chairman, will take on a number of his special projects. 

Mari joined the Group nearly 15 years ago as a member of the Board 
of Directors of Associated Scientific Publishers (the forerunner of ESP) 
with responsibility for Planning, Research & Development. He was 
appointed to his cumntposition on July l ,  1992. 

Besides his work within the Group Mari has been a board member of 
ADONIS BV and has played important roles in the International 
Publishers Association (IPA) and the International Group of Scientific, 
Technical and Medical Publishers (STM). He was one of the instigators 
of the International Publishers Copyright Council, a joint initiative by - -  - 

the IPA and STM, and 
among other positions 
he has held, Mari has 
been Chairman of the 
STM Copyright 
Committee and a mem- 
ber of the Editorial 
Board of Rights, a 
newsletter on copyright 
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Tee Time at Pergamon Desperately Seeking Sarah 
Eleven intrepid golfers faced the The Pergamon golfing 

elements late last year to compete (and finished) rather late Here's a letter that must have puzzled the postroom staff for a while. It 
for the l st Pergamon Golf in 1992.Anendswillben1ade was passed on to Anthony Newman, Promotion Manager APD 
championship. on the day the this year when the season is Biochemistry, Neuroscience & Microbiology, and he in turn forwarded 
weather was far from sociable, expected to start during April. it to Ger Vrouwe, Head of the Direct Mail Department, so that the 
almost gale force winds and the With regular outings throughout appropriate action could be taken: 
threat of some seriously heavy the summer months* a handicap 

rain. Classic weather for golfers, be introduced MS Sara Burgerhartstraat, 
ducks, and little else. for golfers who have returned 25,1055 KV Amsterdam 

me was held at more than two score cards at the The Netherlands 

Hadden Hill Golf Course near earlier events. Should there be 

 id^^^ (about 8 miles or 15 km sufficient interest, apergamon- Dear MS Burgerhartstraat, 
south of Oxford), an excellent Elseviergolfingchallengema~ Thank you for your mailing to Doctor X. Sadly he died and his name 
course to test the professionals also be initiated during 1993. should be removed from your list. 
whilst being equally enjoyable Elsevier golfers wishing to be 
for the beginners. to failing considered should contact Jesse 

light and horizontal rain, scores in Amsterdam(te1. 

were counted over only the open- 15-3203). 

ing 14 holes. At the turn a single Anyone from Pergamon or the Saucy Sarah Replies 
stroke separated three golfers, but Elsevier Oxford offices interest- 

a succession of pars by Paul ed in participating in the various 

Ad-, contrasting a succession golfing events Sara ~ur~erhartstraat 25 is the street address of the Overmolen. Unlike 

James Milne (tel. 74-3891) to most Amsterdam streets, this one is not named after a real person, but 
of expletives from the others, 

ensure they are fully informed of after a character in a novel by Betje Wolff (Elisabeth Wolff-Bekker, 
gave him the championship by 
five strokes (68). Prizes were also the various dates and 1738- 1804) and Aagje Deken (Agatha Deken, 1741- 1804). Betje and 

awarded for the most shots taken these are Aagje met in 1776, developed a close friendship and following the death 

over the 14 holes (107 by David 'pen standards of golfer, of Betje's husband, Pastor Wolff, lived together for more than 17 years. 

and we will endeavour to play on Although both wrote poetry and prose individually, their literary fame 
Aitken) and for the fewest and 

courses which allow sets of clubs lay in the novels they Wrote together in the form of correspondence. The 
most shots taken at the long par 

G five 10 by James to be hired. (This is particularly letters complemented each other beautifully. At least that's what 

Milne and Gilbert Richards). useful if you tend to break clubs Jacobus Bellamy (1757-1786, a poet and author) considered in some- 

An additional prize was awarded during the round). what culinary terms after 

to Toby Green for breaking his James visiting the ladies: 
"Bekker is the vinegar, 

driver during the round. He 
Deken the oil, together 

claimed it was an accident (but 
they make good sauce." those playing with him know the 

Historie van 
Mejufsrouw Sara 
Burgerhart was published 
in 1782. According to the 
authors, it illustrates "that 
an excess of vivacity 
which leads to a strong 
preoccupation with plea- 
sure, fashion and luxury 
can cause even the best 
brought up girls to fall into 
the most sorrowful of dis- 
astors." 

Elisabeth Wolff and Agatha Deken both died in 1804, within nine 
days of each other. Two adjacent streets (both adjoining Bellamy 

Paul Adams wlth the trophy for Square) in a neighbourhood close to the Overmolen are named after 
the 182 m m o n  Goif them. 
Champlonshlp. Paula Murphy 

Calling 
Contributers I 
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1 By George! 
M o v e  over ESW, here comes 
George! bi-monthly, edited by 
Cheri Lloyd and David 
Hemsley. This is a satirical in- 
house rag for "Geoabstracts and 
the Elsevier empire". 
Typical contents include jokes 
(sample: What do dyslexic, 
agnostic insomniacs do at night? 
Lie awake wondering whether 
there's aDog), rumours, rant- 
ing~,  and Geo's pin-up of the 
month. 

Issie l [sic] appeared last 
autumn, untitled on purpose so 
that Geobabes could take part in a 
name-finding competition. 
Entries included G Spot, So Long 
and Thanks for all the Fish, 
Geoid, and Sununary Ketchup. In 
the event, the prize (a Twix bar) 
was split between Marion Amos 
for By George! and Ian Woods 
for spotting the mistake in Issie. 
In the interests of consistency, 
the editors decided to retain this 
spelling in all future issues. 

If ESWreaders would like to 
receive By George! contact the 
editors at ElsevierJGeo Abstracts 
in Norwich. Issie 3 is due to 
steam hot off the press in 
February 1993. 

P O D I U M  

Fax 
Massage 
R o b  van Daalen, Desk Editor 
of Trends in Analytical 
Chemistry (TrAC) received an 
inviting piece of correspondence 
on galley proofs from a professor 
of chemistry. Afkr pointing out 
to Rob that no important erron 
were found in the proofs, the pro- 
fessor closed his letter with: "If 
you have any trouble [with] our 
manuscript, please send me a fax 
massage [sic]." 

T~AC'S Editor, Derek 
Coleman comments, "What will 
these clever scientists think of 
next?" 

Friendly 

Another choice bit of mail sent 
recently to TrAC was addressed 
thus: 

The Editor, 
Friends [sic] in Analytical 
Chemistry 
P.O. Box 330 
loo0 AH Amsterdam 

The letter requested publica- 
tion of an announcement for a 
forthcoming symposium. 
Attached was a hotel reservation 
form with spaces left for the dele- 
gate's 'Title, Name, Affiliation 
(Univarsity [sic], Company, 
etc.), Mailing Address, Arrival 
Schedule and Accompanying 
Parsons [sic], If Any". 

Keep those cards and letters 
coming in, folks - Ed. 

Sweet Heart 
T h e  Biomedical Journals (BMJ) group at ESPC, New York, celebrated 
the recent launch of Interventional Cardiology Newsletter (ICN) with 
cake and champagne. The cake was made by senior acquisitions editor 
Glen Campbell, who launched ICN jointly with BMJ group publisher 
Joan Parker. "Glen's cake-baking skills are well known in the publish- 
ing community," says Joan, who asked Glen to make the cake in honour 
of ICN. Indeed, readers may recall seeing one of his earlier concoctions, 
featuring three ESPC journals, on the back cover of the November 1990 
issue of ESW. The delicious ICN cake was "light" devil's food. "That 
is," Joan explains, "cholesterol-free out of respect for ICN. It was 
shared by all members of the BMJ, several of our colleagues from 
Electronic Database Publishing and Order Fulfilment, and assorted 
ESPCI staffers including publishing director Paul Weislogel." 

Sweet Charity 
Staff at ~ e r ~ a m o n  press 1nc. in Tarrytown, NY, participated in a fund 
raiser throughout December. The proceeds were donated to two orphan- 
ages within the Westchester County area. PP1 employees filled large 
gift boxes with new items for the children, such as mittens, scarves, hats, 
Christmas-stocking stuffers, and small toys. 

The fund-raising activities included aBowl-a-Thon, held at a local 
bowling alley. Staff pledged their pennies and nickels by spotting the 
number of pins downed by the bowler of their choice. On December 17 
and 18 a "bake sale" was held during lunch time; the bake goods were 
graciously donated by PP1 staff. Raffles were sold to staff. The prizes 
included books donated by Reader's Digest and Holiday Gourmet Food 
baskets. Our Management Committee contributed generously towards 
the purchase of these baskets. 
All and all we raised a total of $1,350 to be donated to charity. A spe- 

cial thank you for those who volunteered their time in coordinating the 
fund raiser - Gail Neufeld, Rick Livingston, Patrice Badami, 

CMstina Czachor, Ed 
Delimater and Doris 
Mastropietro - and thanks to all 
at PP1 for their help in making this 
a successful event. 
Linda TrotCa 

Hakem Sulalman (left) and Llsa 
Caruana keeplng the $con, at 
the Bowl-a-Thon, 
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